### Faculty Senate Sub-Committee Membership 2019—2020

#### Executive Committee
- Randy Clark*, Chair (A & S)
- Kay Daigle*, Chair-Elect (EBS)
- Dan Althoff*, Past Chair (A & S)
- William Fridley*, Archivist (EBS)
- Kate Shannon*, Treasurer (EBS)
- Rhonda Richards*, Recorder (JMSB)
- Chris Moretti*, Parliamentarian (A & S)

*Membership is required by the FS Constitution

#### Personnel Policies Committee
- William Fridley (EBS), chair
- Rolando Diaz (A & S)
- Kathy Boothe (EBS)
- Chaehyun Lee (EBS)
- Kendra Ingram (JMSB)
- Elisabeth Ponce-Garcia (EBS)

#### Budget Committee
- Kate Shannon (EBS), chair
- Kay Daigle (EBS)*
- Dan Althoff* (A & S)
- Randy Clark* (A & S)
- Derek Cash* (Library)
- Rhonda Richards (JMSB)
- Michael Scheuerman (A & S)
- Chris Moretti (A & S)

*Membership is required by the FS Constitution

#### Committee on Committees
- William Fridley (EBS), chair
- Randy Clark* (A & S)
- Kay Daigle (EBS)*
- Dan Althoff* (A & S)
- Karen Maple (A & S)
- Laura Atchley (EBS)
- Diane Dixon (A & S)
- Stan Alluisi (JMSB)

*Membership is required by the FS Constitution

#### Planning Committee
- Diane Dixon (A & S), chair
- Stan Alluisi (JMSB)
- Alicia Wallace (A & S)
- Rolando Diaz (A & S)
- Josh Nannestad (A & S)
- Kathy Boothe (EBS)
- Michael Scheuerman (A & S)
- Chaehyun Lee (EBS)

#### University Affairs Committee
- Josh Nannestad (A & S)
- Karen Maple (A & S)
- Kendra Ingram (JMSB)
- Laura Atchley (EBS)
- Elisabeth Ponce-Garcia (EBS), chair
- Derek Cash (Library)
- Kate Shannon (EBS)

-Updated on 10-2-2019: Kate Shannon added to the Budget Committee, and committee chairs were named
-Updated on 9-26-2019
-Updated on 9-13-2019